OE Form • Fit • Function

CARQUEST® alternators and starters work like the OE unit, look like the OE unit and fit like the OE unit.

OE Expertise. CARQUEST® offers the industry’s highest quality alternators and starters to exactly match the unit and performance to the original equipment on the vehicle.

Key functions are monitored in the manufacturing process that simulate real-life driving and high demands of on-board electronics and accessories.

Proven performance. Fewer comebacks. CARQUEST® units have a history of reliability, durability and superior performance unsurpassed by any other brand. CARQUEST® backs it up with one of the best warranties available.

Join the professionals who have switched to CARQUEST®

At CARQUEST® Auto Parts, we provide unparalleled customer service, innovation and industry leadership. There are nearly 3,000 CARQUEST Auto Parts stores located throughout North America.

Visit us at CARQUEST.com for local store information.

Unlock Your Full Potential at CARQUEST® Auto Parts
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Meets or Exceeds OE Specifications

Our alternators and starters are manufactured using the highest manufacturing standards. Strictly following the latest designs, revisions and enhancements, guarantees your unit will fit and perform with absolute reliability.

Late-Model Coverage

CARQUEST® offers the most extensive full line, late-model coverage available. Whether you need 100% new or a quality remanufactured unit, CARQUEST® is your only stop.

GM, Subaru, Volvo, Dodge, Ford, Nissan, Mercedes, Mini, Chrysler, Mitsubishi, BMW, Porsche, Toyota, Hyundai, Saab, Chrysler, Mitsubishi, Hyundai, Kia, Audi, Jeep, Honda, Kia, Suzuki, Toyota, Audi, Jaguar, Mazda, Suzuki, Audi, Jaguar, BMW, Saab, Audi, Jaguar, VW, Subaru, Volvo, BMW, Saab, Audi, Jaguar, VW, Mini, Porsche, Hummer, Jeep, Volkswagen, Hyundai, Kia, Suzuki, Toyota, Audi, Jaguar, VW

CARQUEST® Delivers

We understand the needs of the professional installer. That’s why we go the extra mile to make certain these alternators and starters will be reliable and durable during operation, resulting in virtually no comebacks.

Premium > New Units

All components: 100% new

End-of-line testing: 100% computer load tested

Applying many of the latest designs

Internal components: Engineered enhancements

Final starter test: Mechanically gauged and inspected

Mounting surfaces: 100% new. Dimensions gauged and measured

Upgraded heavy-duty electronics

Bearing: 100% high-speed, alternator grade

Rectifiers & diodes: 100% computer load tested

Solenoids: Computer controlled tested

Mounting surfaces: Dimensions gauged and measured

Drive gear/clutches: Torque tested

Superior Quality > Remanufactured Units

Special greases and lubricants

Regulator: 100% computer controlled tested

Brush contact surfaces: 100% machined and polished

Improvements to the OE design

Meets highest-quality standards

Units must pass a computerized load test before shipping

Rectifiers are replaced with new high-capacity diodes

Voltage regulator is tested to exceed vehicle needs

Limited Lifetime Warranty

> The most complete coverage in the market
> Domestic and import applications
> Units must pass a computerized load test before shipping
> 100% new premium-quality components
> Patented designs
> Proprietary components and technology
> Manufactured to meet or exceed OE specifications